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SUMMARY I
The present paper gira a new treatment, due essen-
tially to TonKarma, of the problem of the thin airfoil. s
The standardform&e for the angle of zero lift and zero
moment are jirst dereloped and the analysis ie then ez-
tendedto gire the effect of disturbing or interference reloc-
iiies, corresponding to an arbitrary potential$ow, which
are superimposed on a normal rectilinear $OW orer the
airfoil. An appron”matemethodis pre8entedfor obtain-
til airfoiling the r.dom”tie~induced by a %&me
at a point ~ome di~iance away. In certain oases thti ‘
method hug cmwiderable adrantage orer the simple
“lifting line” primilwre usually adopted. The inter- ,
ference e$ectg for a gdimeneional biplane are coneid- ~
ered in the light of the preriou.sanalyeie. The reeuftg of !
the earlier gectiongare then applied to the general problem
of the interference effects for a 3dimeneional biplizne, I
and formw.liz and churt.s are giren which pernii the :
characteridics of the indimliwal w“ngg of an arbitrary ~
biplane w“thout eweepback or dihedral to be caloulaied. \
In thejinul gection the con.clmime drawn from tha ap-
plication of the theoq to a considerablenumber of zpeoial
caeegare dimwwd, and cwrresare gi.ren ih+trating cer- 1
tain oj these dtine and sem”ng as exampleato in-
dicate the ndure of the agreement between the theory and ~
ezpem”ment. ,
L INTRODUCTION I
In the autumn of 1928 Dr. Theodor Ton Karnmn, i
in a serkxsof Iectur* at the California Institute of ,
Technology, presented the eIements of a new approti- !
mate theory of thin airfoils, and also ga-re certain ex-
tensions and application of the theory to the 2-di-
mensional liplsne problem. The present author was
interested in the question of the interference effects for
a 3-dimensional biphme and attempted the extension
of the theory to this problem. Since the airfoil theory
had never been pubIished, Doctor von Karman sug-
gested to the author that the latt= work it o-w and
prepare it for publication along with the biplane analy-
sis. The following paper submitted to the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronaut.k for its considera-
tion relative to publication es a teohn.icalreport, is the
result of the effort to do this. The material in sections
APPLICATION TO THE
—
—
II to IV is based largely on Karman’s ideas, ehhough
the author must acc;p; the responsibility for the de-
tails of the analysis, since they frequently dMer widely
from those given by Karman. In many cases, also,
the original theory has been considerably amplified
and derided. The 3-dimensional biplane theory itself
has been devwloped entirely independerdy.
IL THE THIN AIRFOILIN AN UNDISTURBEDFLOW
The present development of the theoqy of thin air-
foils, in common with many others, is based on the
method of ocnformal transformation in which two
complti pkmes are connected by a relation of the
form z =j &). Here z=z+iy is the complex variable
for one of the planes, ~=~+iq is the complex variable
for the other pkme, andj is an analytic function oft.
Such a reIation ‘transforms any curve, and in partic-
ular any streamline, in the t plane inta a cmwsponding
cm-re or streamline in the z plane. If the streamlines
in the fit plane correspond to an irrotationaI motion,
the transformed flow in the other plane w-HIhave the
same property. If the w40city of such a flow is known
at any point in the ~ plane the velmity of the trans-
formed flow at the correspond@ point in the z pkne
is given by -..
where q,wCtiPtis the appropriate component of w&city.
Very often only the absolute magnitudes of the cor-
responding -n40citks need be considered, sc that the
following simphfied form of the above relation may b
used :
f%rdz
where Q, qr are the absolute valuas of the resultant
velocities and the bars signify absoIute value. For a
wry. Iucid account of conformal trams.formation as
applied to awodynamics the reader is referred to
Chapter Vl of Refenmce 1, in which these formula
are deduced.
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In the present work we shall use only the very simple
transformation— . .
(1)
so that the transformation relation for the wlocities
has the form—
We start with an arbitrary flow about a unit circle
with center at the origin of the t plane. Then (1) gives
the corresponding fl~w about what may be considered
as a straight-line amfoil in the z plane, extending
between z= +2. The resultant force and moment
acting on this straight-line airfoil can be easily deter-
mined for say simple flow. The problem is now to
deform this straight line inta a fiore or less arbitrary
airfoil shape and theu determine the force and moment
acting on this fial airfoil. If v =y(z) is the equation
of the airfoil, then by taking y as a double-valued
function we can construct an airfoil of arbitrary camber
and thicknees. However Jeffreys has shown (llefer-
ence 2) that for normal airfoils the effect of thickness
is small, so that, in wiew of the di%icultieaintroduced
into the present method by the consideration of thick-
ness, we shall codne oursehwa to the discution of
airfoils of zero thickne~. These he airfoils which
we shall discuss may be considered as the mean camber
lines of actual airfoik of fiite thickness. We impose
the restriction that the ordinates of the airfoils shall
everywhere be smaUwith respect to their chords, and
for the purpose of actually carrying out the transfor-
mations we sIso make the additiomd restriction that
the leading and trailing edg~ shall coincide..with the
points x= – 2, +2,- respectively. Then y will be a
s@gle vahed function of z and the airfoil will be a
curve between x= &2, which is slightly distorted from
the original str~ht line.
In accordance with (1) there will be a corresponding
curve in the f plane which will differ slightly from the
origimd unit circle. For simplicity we shaU refer to
this curve as the pseudocircle. If r, o represent polar
coordinates in the t plane and if on the pseudo circle
we write r = 1+ e, where e is a variable whose value is
everywhere small compared with 1, then the ecmation
.
of the pseudocircle may be written“in complex form as
(3) r= (1 +e)ew
The equation of the airfoiI is obtained from this by
applying (1). Since e is a smalI quantity we neglect
-. its second and higher powers and in this way obtain
very simply the equation of the airfoil in complex
form:
2=2 (cos O+iesind)
or in the more convenient parametric form:
(4)
I
x=2c0se
y=2e sine
It will later be necessary to fid the velocity along
the surface of the airfoil, being given that along the
pseudocircle, Since both velocities will be tangcntinl
to the corresponding surfaces we shall require only
the relation between the absolute magnitudes of the
velocities at corresponding points of the two curves,
which is readily obtained from (2) and (3). Neglecting
powe~ “of 4 we get as 8 fit apprc.ximation:
. >.-.. . . -
(5)
where qZand qt are velocities at correspondin~ points
P, and”Pr (@. 1).
z plone JY
%
-2 +2 x
-.-—–..–-
-—
=..._____
.ti
..-
FImIaE 1 .-
If ~ q, represent the indicated components of .. ..
velocity in the f plane and ~, G the components at -.
the corresponding point in the z plane, then tithin _., ._
the liniits of accuracy of our approximation we may
write thi velo&ty at the pseudocircle as g~ and that
at the airfoil as qZ, Hence, taking into account the
conventions as to directions indicd,ed in F~re 1, -
equation (5) becomes: 1
(6)
i BotheQnatioM(5)and(6)ehouldpromlylMIunltlplIedbyfactomMthmform
[1-I-O(C)I Wl@W O (a) denota a Wentltywhichfeofthecuderofzr.tagnltude04.mid
whfohvedeheawithG Hen,@thawtwoequetloneamezactat theunitdrcleand
arefnm-by qnantItieaoftheordercat thepseudcdrcla.Whenthereletlrm(5)
h W, hOWWU,MforInetarleetnobtettdng(IS)fromtilepreeedtngeqOatkll,It
k appIIedeftherat theunit&okor,ifat thepseudcckck,it Iznzedtokennfczral
smellvelooltyIncrementwhtcb alreadyoftheordwG Hencetheemorintroduced
hto any~ @ eqreasicnrefnwhlobtheap~oxfrnater letlone(6)and(0)hewkeen
~P~omdfeoftheorder“dinagreementwiththedwgaeofapprodmetlrmthroughout
thetheory.
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AN EXTENDED THEORY OF THIN mOILS AND
The present method of &term&in g airfoil char-
acteristics is essentialitythe following: The conditions
for an arbitrary assumed flow about the straight
line airfoil are taken ti known, and the changes
produced when the straight line is deformed inta a
curved airfoiI are then calculated. The actual analysis,
however, is carried out in the ~ plane and the iird
resuhs transferred baok to the z phne. Let subscripts
zero refer to the origi.md conditions of a flow about
the straight Line airfoil or unit tide, i. e. g,O, gtO
are the velocitk in the t plane for the flow in which
the unit circle is a streadine. Then in order to
distort the flow so, that the pseudocircle may be a
streamline we must superimpose on the originaI flow
additional velocit.k q,!, qi. The unique feature ti
von E&man’s method is that it permits a direct
determination of these additional -velocities based on
very simple physical reasoning. The following dis-
cussion! while not identical with that given by von
Karman, is the same in prinoiple. Consider the con-
ditions at a small element (fig. 2) in order that the
‘Q>
,&!
\d$ ‘
B
tin=o
Pse&-
7 c} \ “=[=
bti \qCl<
#
\KUnif
In order to fid ~’ .we employ a known relation in
-.
potentifd theory. If @ is a potential function, i. e. a _
scahr function whose gradient gives the velocity for
an irrotational motion, then the general expression for .
.-
-—
-.
0 in polm coordinates, subject to the restriction @= O
.. .-
..—
. ..—
.-
and the corresponding velocity compon&ta aregiven by. —
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‘“ As sin n6+B. cos m?*,=?&=–
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By a little calculation it can be vtied that
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-
22As cos nr–B, sin IIT. pi— .: -
s-l
-
-.
—
.-
and hence . ..—
-.._
where r is an arbitrary vaIue of the variable 19. This
is a perfectly general result holding whenever q, and
qt are velocities derbed from a potential function -
(i. e. for an irrotational flow) which vanishes at in- _..
finity~ Taldng # as the potential function for our
additional or superimposed flow we get at the psuedo-
circle as’a speciaI case of (8) .
\ tide
I
>
&
FIGCEE2
pseudocode may be a streamline, i. e. no flow across
it. Since e is small Ke may, to a fhstapproximation,
take qt as constant along any radius between the
circle and the pseudociroIe. Then
g,dd= d(eq~)
!?r=$’(ql)
Accordhg to our notation
q,= ~ro + ~r’
—
,-
which gives, in view of (7),
—
. .
Starting with an assumed veIocity around the unit
circle equation (9] givw the vehcib gt= qtO+ qt’ at the
pseudocircde from which the velocity at the airfoil
may be determined from (6). In general q~ will not
be zero at 8= O which implies that the velocity q,
at the trailing edge of the airfoti will be idnite. We
now impose Kutta’s condition that at the trailing
edge the flow must be smooth; i. e., the velocity at this
point must be finite. Then, since O= O corresponds
g =gto+ qt’
but at the unit circle g,O=O and hence
—L
—
—
(7) .—
—
where, within the limits of our accuracy, q,’ may be
taken either at the oide or the pseudocirde, and
similarly for g%. gf’ has been omitted from the
parenthesis of (7), since its inclusion introduces only
terms of order $ into q,’.
—
——
-—
i Itshotddberemerkedthatfor& fntcgralsofthekm (S)thePrfncfpelvafue
eftheintugralk tob taken.The* interestedlaamathematkalfyma-erfger-
ousdtivatfoaofeqnath (S)ferefemedtGpage9ofE.VUWshook“LaRe@.stimca
deFloids,“ MentiaSdeE,Ganthler-_ Paris(18M).
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to the trading edge, and in view of (6), Kutta’s
condition takes the form
gO(0) a o
In order to satisfy this condition we must superim-
pow upon the existing flow a circulation flow char-
acterized by a circulation I’ and by velocities at the
airfoiI or pseudocircle qr. Then Kutta’s condition
becomes
(lo) q (0)= go, (0)+ !20’(0) + !zOr(0) = o
This equation permits the determination of I’ in the
folIowing manner. Since y is an even function of 13
and hence e is an odd function (cf, equation 4), there-
fore the perimeter of the paeudocircla is to B first
approximation the same as that of the unit circle, so
that the tangential velocity due to a circulation r
about the pseudocircle is, within our accuracy, the
same as that which would exist at the unit circle due to
a circulation I’ about it. H&ce at the paeudocircle
gdr(0)= constant= – ~ ~- --
where r is taken as positive when the tangential f?ow
is clockwise about the pseudocircle or airfoil (cf. fig. 1).
Then (10) gives for the determination of 17.
r= Zr[g#o(o) + !J#’(01
Introducing expression (9) for gi
and the total tangential velocity at any point-, 6, of
the pseudocircle is
(12’)
(Notice that the variable of integration has been
changed from o to r.) These are the fundamental
equations of the present airfoil theory.
We shall fist apply these equationa to the deter-
mination of the lift and moment coefficients of an airfoil
at an angle of attack a in a uniform, rectilinear flow.
The velocity at infinity in the z phme is taken as hav-
ing the constant vahie U inclined at an angle a to the
positive z W& Then since the transformation (1)
leaves the region at infinity unaltered we shall have
these same conditions in the ~ plane. The velocity
about a circle in such a flow is weIl known. In our
notation we have
[
glo= –2usin (e–a)
(13)
q40(0)=2 V sin a
In tiding the lift we make use of the fortunata fact
that a circulation is invariant to a conformal trans-
formation. In other words, if we are given the cir-
culation about any cloaed curve in a plane, and are
also given a second plane connected with the first by
a confo;mal transformation, then the circulation about
the corresponding curve in the second plane is identical
with that about the original curve in the first plane.
Hence in our case the lift of the airfoil is given by the
familiar Kutta-Joukowsky relation
L=pUI’ —.=
where p is the density of the fluid and I’ is the circulation
about the pseudocircle as given by (11).
Introducing expressions (13) into (11) we get ,
I’=4~Usin a+2b
s
~%-$ [c sin (t?- a)] cot ~ dtl
In simplifying this expression it is convenient to per-
form a partial integration, but since the integral is
improper this step requires a little investigation. Near
@= Owe have along the airfoil or pseudocircle from (4) “—
L.
..-
Y— =Ar (say) is the slope of the tan-‘Ut ‘eu-e=o 2–Z
gent to the airfoil at the trailing edge sc that for any “--
normal airfoil K is at most of order of magnitude 1.
He,nce ...=
for @~O e=$fl,.where IICl<1
,-—.
Using this fact the ordinary methods of elementary
calculus show that the partial integration may be
performed and that the integrated term vanishes,
giving
S%f-?k!(e.-a,dor=4~Usin”a+2U ~ 1–COS8
For all practical purposes the angle of attack is
smalI, so that in the future we shall throughout call
a a small quantity, writing
sina=a, cosct=l
Hence
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or introducing the airfoil ordinate by means of (4)
Site y is an even function of @the second integrand is
odd and the fit is even. Hence the second integral
ranishes and we have:
Deking the Iift coefficient in the usual viay, employ-
ing however the German notation in which t= chord,
I==pzTl?=cL@t
In our case t=4 so that
C.=$.
and
CL= 2ra+ ss ydd, 1–C!OS6 (chord =4)
For purposes of theoretical analysis this is a very
convenient form of the ~ressicm for CLbut for finding
the characteristics of an. acturd airfoiL the folIowing
alternative forms aremore suitable. They are obtained
by repIacing 6 by z in accordance with (4)
(15)
! J +1~L=.2Ta+2 ydx (chord= 2)-1 (1 –x) -ii?
Note that in (14), (15) the airfoil chord lies along the
x axis.
Before discussing these equations it will be advan-
tageous to deduce the corresponding expressions for
the moment coefihient. Throughout the present paper
the moment will be measured about the center of the
airfoil-i. e., the origin in the z phm~and will be
considered as positive when it tends to raise the Iead-
ing edge of the airfoil, i. e., strollingmoments are posi-
ti-re. There is, U.nfortunatelj, no simple anaIogue of
the Kutta-Joukom@ equation for moments, so that
pressures must actually be integrated over the airfoil,
which makes this calculation somewhat more tedio~
than the ccnmsponding one for lift.
The general expression for pitching moment ma;
be mitten
(16) M= Jpx &c
where p is the pressure at any point m the fluid and the
path of integration is taken in a clochise direction
dmut the surface of the airfoil. Introducing the wiri- ,-
abIe 6 through the substitution used before, z= 2 cos 6,
(17)
At the airfoil
.
J
M=+ 2“pSiIIe cose dd
o
BernouWs equation gbres
where H is the totalpressnqmhead and is constant
throughout the fluid. Substituting this in (17) the
tmm containing H vanishes and replaok” q. by g.
according to (6) we have
It is convenient to consider the moment in two parts:
Ml =moment acting on the straight line airfoiI at
angle of attack a; MZ= additional moment due to the
deformation of the straight line into a curved airfoil
Considering first Ml, l = O for the str&ht line airfoil
and hence from (12) and (13)
Q= –2-@ill 19+a(l-cos l?)]
+2asin13(l -cosfl)] cot t?d6
J
*
=+-4pFa cos2t7.d9
Q
and finally
iifl =4rapU’
As the straight line is deformed into the curved
airfoil the -velocitiesq. are changed by small amounts
corresponding to the changes in qf as the circle is
deformed into the pseudocircle. We must caIcuIate
the additional moment Ml due to these changes.
Let P*, !ls*, qI* represent pressure and velocities for
the straight line airfoil (y= c= 0), and Iet Ap,. Aq.,
Aq4represent the additional pressure and velocities
introduced by the airfoil camber. Then from
Bernoulli’s equation
p*+;(g.*)2=P*+AP+;@.*+Ag.)2 .
and neglecting “thesmaII term containing (Aq.)z
Replacing p in (17) by Ap vie have
J
2r
lif, = – 4p ~.*~~, sine cos o d6
o
or
sSr(18) M,=–p o qt*Aqt cot0 do
—
-
—
—
—
-.. .
—
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q~*is given by the fist two terms of (12) and Agl by
the last two. HeiLceusing (13)
1cot; dr d8.
The second integral $side the curly brackets is a
constant with respect to o so that upon integration
with respect to 8 the term COntaining it vanishes.
Therefore
J [cm 0+ CY(1 – cos 8) cot 6]{~$ [e (sin TM,= 2+V %
‘-cd’}d’”%r:’’’sti’
–o! Cos7)] cot ~
u% 1~do dr–a COST)] ~ COS(?COt ~
f}
+2pWa ‘d
~ ~-c (sin T–a CosT)]
IS
‘(l–coSe) x
r o
I‘–odedrcot e cot ~
The second integral in the last expression for M~ is
apparently of order ae but a somewhat lengthy calcu-
lation shows it ta be actually of order a%, so that to
our degree of approximation it can certainly be neg-
lected. In order to perform the integration with
respect to 0 in the remaining part. of M~ ~-e write
r–o=u. Then
s27”C05e COtT—9 J T-ST~ de= , (cOsTcosuo
l~& du+sinrsin u)-
SST= Cosr Cot U (1+ COSu) du0
+sinr
s
‘(I+cos u) du=2~ sin r
o
so that
M, =4pv
J
Oksh T # [~ (sk r–a cos T)] dr
Integrating by parta
J
M,= –4PZP ‘C (sib r–a cos T) cos r dr
o
and since e is an odd function of 7
s
Ms=-8pV ‘6 Sill T COS T dr
o
or changing the variable of integration to Oand replac-
ing e by y from (4)
J
flf,= ‘4P~ Ory COS 6 d9
Combining the results for Ml and M, wc have, for the ,
total moment acting on a curved airfoil at an angle of
attack a,
M=illl -t-M,= 4raPF–4pV
J
‘ycosede
o
Defining CMby
~.f=cM ~ Uv
where in our case t=4
*
(19)
s
cM=;a_ ; o‘y cm 6 d6 (chord= 4)
T.rterms of the airfoil coordinates this gives
lcJf=&L!i!%x*
.
(chord =2)
Ndte that in (19) and (20) the airfoil chord lies
along the x axis.
Expressions (15) and (20) am essentially the same -
as those first given by Munk (Rifcrenco 3). They ‘“-
iUuaiiatAvery clearly that the lift coofllcient of a thin
.-
airfoil may be split up inta two parts, tho first duo to
angl? of attack with a constant ccntor of picssuro “-~
25 per cent of the chord back from the leading cdge~ ___a
and &e second due to camber whose magnitude and
center of pressure are independent of the anglo of
attack but depend upon the camber.
In” spite of the largo amount of discussion which
the.sx_equationshave rocoivod at the hands of various
aut.hiis there are one” or two pointe which ~houki b~ – ‘“ =
mentioned explicitly Imre. The first rolatos to the
agreornent which has been obsorvcd between thcso
expressions and experiment. The so-called nnglos
of zero lift and zero momont as predicted by (15) and
(20) are found to be verified quito satisfactorily, but
the theoretical slope of lift and momont coefficient _
curves is not realized in practice, tho discrepancies
being roughly the same in both cases. IIencc a very
simple and satisfactory method of bringing both
expressions into agreement with experiment is to
multiply both by 8 constant factor which has boon
referred to as. the “efficiency factor” and which W*O
shall denota by q . ~ varies somowhat from wing
secticm to wing section, but if experimental data cm
a particular section are lacking ~=0, 875 may safely
be taken as a good average value.
The second point is largely one of notation. In the
present method of derivation of the cxxprcssionafor
CLand CM it was necessary to take the airfoil churil
as lying along the x axis and extoncling bctwocu t.ho
points z= –Z and z= +2. In the later analysis
of seitioi III it will be convenient to take the x axis
in the direction of the velocity .Z7in which case wc
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shalI again require the airfoil trailing edge to lie upon
the x axis at the point z= +2, but shall wmy the
angle of attack by rotating the airfoil chord about this
point, so that the leading edge dl no longer be
required to lie upon the x axis. In this case y is
measured as before from the z h which implies that
for a given airfoil y =y(z) vdl vary with the engle
of attack. The formuhe deduced in this section remain
-did even under this changed notation, although in
applying them it must be remembered that a is to be
placed equal to zero. We shall verify this fact for
equationa (14) and (19).
Consider the same airfoil at the same angle of attack
from the two points of view. Let primed quantities
denote conditions relative to the new system and
unprimed quantities conditions relative to the system
pretioudy employed (cf. fig. 3).
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generaI is then the angle between the velocity Z7
and the positive x axis. The mathematical reason for
the removal of the restriction on the leading edge
position lies in the fact that for the convergence of the
integrals of this section it is only necessary that y = O
for 8= O,and it is not necessary that y= Ofor O= r.
The methods of this section maybe appIied to the
calculation of the lift or rnom=t of any portion of the
airfoiI, for &z?mple the lift and hinge moment of an
airfoiI ffap, by choosing the appropriate origin and
limits of integration @ (16) and in ihe corresponding
equation for Iift. In carrying out this procedure it
appears that very unpleasant integrak are sometimes
encountered. k such a case an alternative method
which avoids theme of integrals is po=ib~e which will
be briefly outlined here. If ~g~abe ~~pressed as a
Fourier series then km(7) q’ may also be so expressed.
.-
Ya
.=+--
Y u
+
: >-L ,
+2 x —-z
FIam 3
Then using the old system (?fi and C’ are given by !
(14) and (19). In the new system we have pro- I
visionally (since we write Z=2COS 6 in both cases)— :
C.’ =
s
T y’dd
~ I-COS e
s
cu’= –5 ~1 ‘y’ COS Odfl
Since, however, a is small we may -writewith sufbient
accuracy
y’=(2–z) cY+y=2 (1 –cm O)a+y
so that
‘.’=2”0+11:::s6
or
J J
.rCM?=a
~’co.??Ode– ~2 ~Y Cos&u
cL’=2~+
J
r ydo
01–cosd
which are identical with expressions (14) and (19) for
o= and CM. Hence the ody restriction on the equa-
tions of this section is that the trailing edge must lie
on the z axis at x=+2 (z=+l for chord= 2), and
that y must be smaII compared with the chord. a in
416ao-al~
tained in this
—
.—
-~
.—
—
---
.——
—
.—
q~’ may then be found in the same form
by empIoying the series expressions pre- .-
ceding (8), and finally gt may be ob-
tained from an expression amdogous to
(12) in a form containing no integraIs. __
Having g~the determination of lift and - .=
moment follows the procedure akeady
discussed. The forces and momenta act-
ing on an airfoil with flap ha-ie been ob-
manner with comparatiYely little diffi-
culty, and the earlier reauhs of G1auert (Reference 4)
entirely vtied.
IIL THE EFFECT OF SMALL SUPERIMPOSED
VELOCITIES
Consider a second irrotatiomd flo~ superimposed
upon the flow of the previous aectiori, the additional
flow being such as would give velocities ~q=and @
at the airfoil if the latter were not present. Due to
the principle of superposition, -which states that the
resultant of several irrotational flows is gi-ren by the
vectar addition of the wJocities of the individual
flows, the tiect of th% additional flow upon the
aMoiI characteristics can be determined by mereIy
superimposing the add~tional velocities upon those
which were found in Section II. It must be remem-
bered, however, that Kutta’s condition is to be
satisfied after the superposition.
The analysis follows closdy that of the last section,
but a few important changes must be noted. Since
the notation tends to become cumbe~ome we shall not
_ through the c~c~ation for a ~eml g#Om
was done before, but shall immediately specify the
particular g~Oand Q,Owhich are of practical interest-.
We adopt the second system of notation as described
at the end of Section II, taking the velocity U as
parallel to the X axis. Since we have already seen
that the radial ~elocity at the unit circle is zero for
—
-.-
.=
—
—
..—
...—
—-
—
.
.-
—-
.-
-
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the original flow without superimposed
from (13) q80=– 2U sin O,we have
qe*=–2usine+@
~r~= W
where from (5)ati.(6)
velocities, and
From the two sets of equations preceding (7), the
analogue of (7) becomes
or introducing y from (4)
.
!%’= - u$[Y(l+~)]-wr
In order to carry out the subsequent analysis it
ttill be necessary to make certain simplifying assump-
tions as to the nature of the superimposed velocities.
The first of these assumptions, which will be intro-
duced at this point, is that in the cases considered in
this paper the variations in bg. over the airfoil chord
are small and relatively u&portant in their effects.
This assumption permits the variable tg, h be re-
placed by a constant which will be taken to be the
value of ?qZ at the center of the airfoil, and will be
writkm in the future simply as ~g~. Then
g,=-U(l+~)$-@’r
so that, corresponding to (9),
In this equation and until (25’) ~ is written as ~ (7)
to indicate that a+ is to be considered as a function of
r not 9, From (25’) on the argument (r) is omitted
since 6 and r do not occu simultaneously and no
ambiguity is possible.
Introducing Kutta’s condition to determine the cir-
culation,
r= 2r [geo(o) + go’ (0)1
&, 8& are assumed to be everywhere finita, therefore
from_.(21) ilg~(0)=@ (0)= O. Hence the llnal equa-” :
tion “for the total tangential velocity at the pseudo-
circle iE, from (12’), ~
I
—
where the terms in the &at bracket am those for the... _
origimd undisturbed flow, and those in the second
bracket are the additiond terms introduced by the ~~
superimposed flow: 8gz,8qr.
In the present case it is convenient ta integrate
for both the moment and the lift. The equation (16)” -
has already been given for the moment; the cor-
responding one for the lift is
,.—..=.
L=–
$
pdx
so that
1 JL=–2 ~psin8d8(23) sM=4 ~rp sin 6 cos tldtl
We ‘follow the previous method of splitting up the
moment (or lift) into two parts the second of which
may be considered as a correction factm. In this
case, however, we take the first pint, Lo or Mo, as being
that for the curved airfoil in the undisturbed flow
where bq== @V= O. Then the additiomd part, AL or
AM, is the additional effect introduced by I@ and dq,.
h before we let p*, q*, etc., denote conditions cor-
responding to ~, h~o, and let Ap, AgI, etc., denote 11!9 ..:
additional pressures and velocities introduced by the
superimposed flow, ~g~,@v. (?% and C~ohave already
been found and are given from (14) and (19) by setting .
a = O,since ?7 is parallel to the z axis,
. .
s
c~ = o“#::g-e -- ,- .- ,..—
(24)
J
&o= –; ~“yCOS edd
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It remains to csIculate AC. and ACM. Exactly as I
in Section II, p must be replaced by Ap in (23), where I .-
.-
,—
Hence .-.
—
+g aq Is
b dy T—d
— cot ~ dro dr
—
.
—
,—
-
where gl* is given by the first bracket of (22) and Agf
by the second bracket. OnIy the portion of (qt” Aqt)
which is an odd function of 6 will furnish any con-
tribution to AL and AM, so that we may vzrite
or using (21) and integrat.@ the last term in each
bracket by parts
..-
—b
—
—S%* ‘(T) (l+ COST) dro
J
+% ‘!Ycot ‘&e dr– %Sz ydrUodr Iy 1—COSTI .-
It can readiIy be shown that all of the integraIs of
(22) are even functions of 8. Remembering that 0
and r are merely two dHerent notations for the same
variable, it follows from the geometry of our conformal
transformation that 7=+ rl and r= – rl refer at the
airfoil to points on the top and bottom surface with
the same value of z. Since the airfofl is idnitely thin
these points are i&teIy close together. y, &l ~
me assumed to be continuous functions of position so
that y (–r)=y (+r), W.(–T) ‘%(+7), %(-~)=
aqr(+ ~), or y, L% 3Q are all even functions of r.
From (21) it follows that m,, w~ are odd functions,
Substituting this in the expression for AL of (25)
——
J [s 1Ok~(T) (1+ COS r) ,’rd@ dr
—
+W7wrco’=de]d’
—
.Wn-:sird’]d’l
.—
and correspondh@y
——
and hence 6q~,13g,,#are all odd functiom of r (or d).
The three integrals in (22) which contain d may now
all be written in the form
=
.—
+%rwrm’em’~d’]d’
We have seen in Section II that —
--
r& .— a ~-.
.0
and in the swne
Cosocot?dt?=%smr
way it is easy to show that
.-
-—
—
-
Butf(–p}= –f (+ P);
J
*
‘@ d8=0cat ~
o
.-
‘–8 dP=1(+6). . l(–e)=+fo%w) cot~. ——_.—
—
Henca the three integrah containing 6 in (22) are even
functions of 01the other three integrals are also even
functions since they are constants with rwpect to 8,
and wf is an odd function.
.-—
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or, returning to the original variable of integration,
6, integrating the fist term of AM by parts, and
defining AC~ and ACM in the normal way for our
chord of 4,
Remembering that y, @V are even functions of e, and
using (24)
In order to obtain more useful expressions for the two
integrals we express ‘~ as a Fourier series in f?,which
takes the folIowing form, since ~~ is an even function,
m
aqy
--=
u z
A= COB no
o
‘ilTe now introduce. our second simplification by assum-
ing that in the cases of most interest ~ is a fair~y
slowly changing function .of position~ so that at the
airfoiI it can be satisfactorily approximated by the
first three terms of this series, We assume, therefor,
(26) 8&u =&+-Al cos 8+AZ cos !2e
where a, Al, & are constants. Then
ACL=2 a+ 0%+ 2~& +~A1
ACMZ2 8$ C~o+;&–;AS
We must now find general expressions for ~, Al,
AZ, and shall obtain such e.xprewions in terms of an
airfoil of arbitrary chord t instead of for the special
case of chord= 4 which has previously been discussad.
Since 0= O shouId still represent the trailing edge nd
tl= r the leading edge, we have as the generalization of
(4)
x=~cos 0.2
Substituting this in (26)
@ Al 8A2 *
~-Ao-A, +2T X+ 7X
Letting the subscript zero denote z= O for the time
being,
In eider to simplify the notation wo shall, in the future,
q=
drop the subscript z~ro and let 8% t as WCIIas ~)
represent the value of the indicated quantity at the
center of the airfoil. Then we have
Each of the terms of (27) has a very simple physical
a%
significance. The terms containing -U- are just those
which would arise if the airfoil were in a rcctilinmr
flow in which the velocity was increased from U to
Ui3~i. Hence they are the increments due to the
z cdmponent of velocity, and may conveniently be
tiq, .
denoted by A=CL,AZCM. -g IS the change in cf.lcctive
angle of attack at the center of the airfoil, and the
terms in 3* are those which would appear if the angle
of attack of the airfoil in a rectilinear flow were
increased by Au= a+ They may be thought of as the -.
terms due to the y component of velocity, and may
therefore be written AUCL,AWCM. The term containing
d ~qt
()
.-
&u occurs because of the fact that the supor-
im~osed flow is such thnt the streamlines at the airfoil
have a curvature symmetrical about the.airfoil center.
The streamline curvature has the same effect es would
an additional camber of equal and opposito curvature
on the airfoiI in a rectilinear flow. Since this curvature
is symmetrical about the airfoil center it furnishes no
contribution to the moment. The term in the lift
may be thought of as the “curvature tam” and
written ACCG The other two terms arise from the
fact that the superimposed streamlines havo also an
S-shaped or double curvature, and the cffoct is the smne
as if the airfoiI in a rectilinear flow were given an
S-shaped camber of equal and opposite amount,
These tams may conv~niently be described ss the
“ dguble-curvature” terms and written f$@L# &cdi.
All of the above physical cmphmations may wry
readily be verified.
It has already been mentioned in Section II that tho
ordinary expressions for CL and CM can be brought
into satisfactory agreement with oxpmiment by mul-
tiplying both the angle of attack and camber tows by
an efficiency factor ~. Henca to bring (27) ~to
agreement with reality the same procedure should be
followed, i. e. all the terms due to eflcct.iva angle of
attack or effective camber should be multiplied by q.
.,...
,—._
-
—
—,
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In view of these rer.larks the followi.rg convenient I
method of summarizing the results of this section has \
been adopted: * k
(28
where:
4!%, C~Oare the coefficient” of an airfOil hl ~ UIl-
disturbed rectihear flow with velocity U in the direc-
tion of the positive z u&;
CL, CM are the coefficients of the same
airfoil in the same flow but with the -reIoc-
ities @=, ~, superimposed;
?ig., bq, are the values of the additional
superimposed vehmities at the center of the
airfofi chord, except when dg,, @ occur”in ‘
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method consists in replacing the airfoiI by a vortex
flknent or Iifting line fixed at a definite position along
the FIirfoiIchord. This method, which has bem widely
used, gives the variation in induced velocity with
variation in the lift coefficient of the airfoil as the angle
of attack is c.hmged. However, the effect of the varia-
tion in the moment coefficient or center of prwsure
does not appear. In order to take account of this
factor Prandtl, among others, has employed the device
of taking the vortex filament at the center of pressure
of the airfoil. Then, as the angle of attack of the air-
foil is varied, both the strength and position of the
equivalent vortex Nament change to correspond with
the chsqge in the lift and moment coefficients of the
airfoil. This simple method suffers from the defect
that, in ilnding the induced velocity at a point lixed
with reference to the airfoiIJthe geometicaI arrange-
ment determined by the point, the vortex filament,
and the undisturbed vekwity Z7, ch~mes with the
mgle of attack.
Karman’s method, which is here followed, takes into
account variations both in CL and also in (7Mj but
@7,
Tj)--tsq. @yP.Z L
.—
-—
-—
—
——
-.
.=
-
—
—.
,—
-.
.-
—
—
v If
—
deri~atiws, in which case the dues of the ~~ne z
derivatives are to be taken at the center
piane
d the airfoil;
t is the airfoil chord; and ..
q is the eflkiency factor which is most ~
convenientiv determined from the fact that
—
_..—
2m is the sIope (in radians) of the curve
Of ~’ vs. ~le of attack for the tiofi at
infinite aspect ratio.
IV. THE SUPERIMPOSED VELOCITIES FOR A 2-DIMEN-
SIONAL BIPLANE
h this section we shalI not develop the complete
theory of the 2-dimensional biplane, since the results
are not of any considerable practicaI interest, but shall
restrict ourselves to the determination of the disturb-
ing velocities at an airfoiI caused by the presence, in an
otherwise rectilinear flow, of a second airfoiI. The
resuhs so obtained will then be extended to tie case
of the 3dimensional biplane in the next section. Since
the results of this section are intended to be used for
the biplane problem, an approximation method of
finding the disturbing velocities is adopted, in which
the disturbing velocities due to an airfoil are deter-
mined at a point whose distance from the airfoiI
center is of the order of ma=titude of the airfoiI chord
or larger.
In finding the velocities induced by an airfoil et a
point some distance away the simplest and most na~e
.—
Nom—Thevortexandvwtax@r amaetudlgsnperimpos+i
-without requiring any change in the geometrical
arrangement rw these quantities vary. It c&sists
essen&Iiy in replacing the airfoil by a vortex fiIament
and e vortex pair or doublet, both of which chan&e
in strength but not in position with variations in the ,
airfoiI CL and Cx. The position of both the vortex
and the vo&x pair is taken to be at the center of the
airfoil chord. The foIIowing analysis, which just@es
this picture and puts the results in simple analytical
form, uses the methods of the complex potential . _
function and of the elementary Cauchy theory of the
complex variab~e, which are amply described in
Chapters V to WI of Reference 1. ‘
Let w represent a complex potential function such
that for the z and ~ planes of F&ma 1, 4
\
.-
-
-—
——
.—
.—
.—
—
—
---. —
.-
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where f and z are camected by the original conforrmd
transformation (l). Consider initially a uniform,
rectilinear flow about the straight line airfoil in the z
plane given by
‘WI)(z) = Uz
.“.g.=u ; gr=o
This corresponds to the flow about the unit c.ircIein
the t plane:
(29)
(
Wo(j-)= u r+;)
As the straight line is deformed into a curved airfoil as
in Figure 4 the velocity at a point P, is altered. We
must determine the additional or induced velocities at
P. which maybe denoted by w=, 13qv. In carrying out
the analysis we require the airfoil to have its leading
edge at x= -2 and its trailing edge at x=+2, but
exactly as in Section II the tial results tii be valid
even when the restrictions on the leading edge are
removed. As before the analysis is largely carried
out in the f planet i. e.) we must find at the point Pl,
corresponding to l% the additional velocities intro-
duced by the deformation of the unit circle into the
pseudocircle.
Let WI be the potential function corresponding to
these additional velocities. Then since the additional
velocities must vanish at infinity we may write in
general.
( 4“ ‘)=U ~lOgf+$+++” - ..+f~+... )
where the .4f’s are complex coef%cients of the form
and aj and bj are real quantities.
With the scale we have chosen the coefficients Al,
AZ, etc., must have absolute values of the order of 1
or less since, except for the cimuktion given by Ao,
conditions even fairly close to the circle are not vio-
lently aItered by the deformation of the circle into
the pseudocircle. We are interested in conditions
at P, where R is of the order of the airfoil chord= 4.
Hence in the ~ plane r is of the order of 4 and the
magnitude of the successive terms in
w(f).~ IS at most
Since w t) is itself a small correction factor to be
added to % ~) at Pt it is apparent that to any degree
of practicality interesting accuracy terms in W1~) of
.
higher degree than } may be neghcted. IIepce we
write
These terms have definite physical signidcances as
follows :
w=uATpg ~-u(q+ibJlogf
represents a flow due to a source at the origin (G) plus
that due to a yortmi at the origin (bO). Since we must . .
not introduce any net sources or sinks if the pseudo-
circle is to be a closed curve, we must take %= O.
Similarly
A, al+ibl
w=—=—
fl
--—
represents the flow due to a vortex pair at the origin
with axis. perpendicular to U (al) plus that due to a
vortex pair at the origin with axis parallel to Z7 (bI).
The first gives an increase in size of the pseudocircle
symmetrical about the z axis, and corresponds essen-
tially to an increase in thickness of the airfoil sym-
metrical about the mean camber line, As already
mentioned, Jeffreys has shown that e~en near to the
airfoil the effect of such a thickening is small, henco
this effect may be entirely neglected for our purposes,
and we may take Al= ibl. Hence
.-
where the first term corresponds to a vortex at the
origin and the second to a vortex pair at the origin
with axis parallel to iY.
The velocities in the ~ plane corresponding to ttis
flow axe given by
and in the z plane, from the fist equation of Section
II,
~-i’fi=(~-i~),+2 .._. .
Since t is of order of magnitude 4 at Pt, 11Pis of order
of m&nitude %6 and we-have already rieglccted
of this order relative to 1. Hence we may take
“b,
-p (Cas20–; Sin 28)
I
%
v cos2e= –b. ~“;-e+b, ~
In cp&r tn express the velocities in tonm of
terms
—
.-
the 2”
pIane coordina~es we make another approximation .==
which introduces errors of the same order as those
already introdti-ced; i. e., we take r = R and @= o where
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Applying th~e results to the problem in hand, we
ha-ie from (29), (30)
.~.-
.—
I + ibl
)Wt)=wot)+m t)=u(r+ibologr+y .
polar coordinat= of the point P.. HenceR, t? are
finally
(31)
We must now find more useful expressions for the
constantz bo,bl, and shall use the mll-lmown relations
of Blasius for this purpose. With our convention
B1asius’s equations for the lift and moment acting on
a body in a flos defined by the potential function w
—
+“””. )( .)l++.”””” = .- —
._<
l+ b/+2ib1+— ~, . . .
—
——
.=-
Zr
are
. cl=2ibow. .
co+ci= – (bo*+2ibJ
. L= 2TPU%. .
.—
Hence for an airfoil of chord twhere the integrsda are contour integrtds about any
closed curve c surrounding the body, and 33 means
“real part of.” Trsmsforming to the ~ plane
and substituting these expressions bto (31}
—
.
-.
.-
where c’ is the closed curve in the ~ plane correspond-
ingto c in the z phine. Writing
—
‘dw 2
() *
dz ““+;+:+ “ “ “ - “
@
_..
-
&I LowerI wing2r” (1, ,—> ——— .—. .— xH )L=–~31 , CO+;+;+ “ l . Wc
Jf=:s
- S(
C(t+cq Cl+cs
c&+cl+—
)
— ..==d{
Cf r+ I*+ ImrP.x5 _:..
It can easiIybe ~eritled that these are just the wdocities
which would be induced by a vortex at the center of
the airfoil whose strength was proportional to CL, and
a Tortes pair at the same point with axis parallel to U
and whose strength was proportional to CM. The
procedure in this mmiilcation is exactly analogous to ““‘_”
the abo~e except that it is conducted entirely in the
z plane. The -rorkx and vortex pti which serve to
—
rephice the airfoil are indicated in F&me 5. ————
and by Cauchy’s theorem on contour integrals
L= –; ~ (2ric,) ‘rp~ (G,)
M=; 3A (2A [co+ cd = –7rp31(co+ CJ
Where 3 signi&s “imaginary part of.”
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By introducing the folIowing notation (32) can-be
rewritten in a form more suitable for use in connection
with the biplane problem. We shall hereafter use a
subscript S to denote the upper wing and 1 to denote
the lower wing of a biplane. It will often be necessary
to use double subscripts, in which case the fist sub-
script determines the position at which a quantity k
measured and the second indicates the cause giving
rise to the quantity,
‘ For example, if Q is any such quantity, then Q21is
the value of the quantity at the upper wing which is
produced by the presence of the lower wing, Unless
otherwise specified, all such quantities are measured at
the mid-point of the chord of the wing in question.
It wilI be convenient to introduce the ‘; aerodynamic
stagger,” p, and the “aerodynamic gap,” H, as indi-
cated in Figure 5, @ is defined as the angle between
the perpendicular to U and the line joining the mid-
pointi of the two chords, and is taken as positive when
the upper wing is ahead of the lower. H is the dis-
tance between the projections of the two mid-points
on a line perpendicular to U. Since the x axis has
been taken parallel to U the reIation between P and d
is p = 0 – ~ when the effect of the lower wing on the.
3T
upper is considered, /3= o – ~ when the dect of the
upper wing on the lower is considered, and that be-
tween H and R is
HER COSB.
With these conventions equations (32) become
(33)
where the pre-subscrip- has been introduced to in-
dicate that_the resulti-are for a 2-dimensional biplane;
i. e., one with infinite spans. It should be noticed
that the second group of equations relating to. condi-
tions at the lower wing can be obtained from the first
or upper wing group by interchanging the subscripts
I and 2 and replacing p by p + r and H by -H. This
is a general rewdt and permits us in the future to deter-
mine all effects at the upper wing alone, obtaining the
corresponding effects at the lower wing from the final
upper wing expressions by using ,thesesimple changes,
V. TEE 3-DIMENSIONAL BIPLANE
In this section the results of the previous sections __
are extended so as to give the lift and momont cocfll-
cientsof the indiv~dualwingsof a biplane in termsof tho
assumed coefficients of the same wings when actiug as
mono~lanes in an undisturbed flow. The parameter
which enter in addition to the monoplane characteris-
tics & the two spans, the two gcom@xicaI aspect . _~
ratios, the geometrical gap and stagger, the decalay, “”
and the geometrical angle of attack of the biplano
.
celh.de. The effects of sweepback and dihedral am
not considered, but the latter at least should have littlo
effect and can easily be handled by considering an
equiv;@ent biplane with no dihedral and with a gap
equrd to the mean gap of the actual biplane. In view
of the complexity of the problem, it is unavoidable
that the notation should become somewhat cumber- ‘-
some, so that the various symboIs and conventions
employed are introduced in tha body of the text as
they become necessary, and the fial notation is then
summarized at the end of the paper.
As far as the author is aware the present problem has ‘-
been considered in a general manner onIy twice-by
Betz (Reference 5) and by Eck (lbfcrence 6)—al-
though certain elements have been discussed by
Prandtl, Glauert, Munk, and others. Betz uses the _
simple “lifting line” method as described in Section IV _
and the results of his theory are known to be seriously
in disagreement with experiment. Eck does not give __
any results for bipkmes of unequal spans, and. ~is __
analysis appeam to neglect one factor which may ba
of some importance .8 Hence there seems b be some ~
rustication for a new consideration of tho problem,
especiiily in view of the considerable practical interest
which it holds. In the following inducad drag is not .,,
discussed, since Prandtl’s chssical muhiplano thcmy ~.
(Reference 7) gives the tital induced drag of a biplane
very mtiefactmily. Howevor, in the lattm. Lhyory
the distribution of fift bet~’e& the two wings is assumed ~_
as known, so that from this point of view as weIl as
from that of structural design a determination of tho
relative lifts of the two wings of a biplano is of considor- ___
able importance,
We ‘reduce the 3-dimensional problem to an maim- ---
tially %limensiomd one in the normal manner, using
the strip or wing elenmnt hypothesis in which the flow
around each element of the wing along tho span is
asstid to be such that the rdations of the 2-dimcm-
sional airfoiI theory hold. We further assume that tho “-
lift ~d moment are uniformly distribuhd along th~ . ‘
span of each wing whenever mutual interference effects ~
1h od~tiu thetndaed Vebdty d OneW@! dlletOthe~lw VO1’t[CW Of the
other, Eti-W PohlhansenW reauItq whfeh em -Id OIIIY~Wthaw fnwhfdhth
wfngserelUthe same kaoevwee plane. Henee Eck mglecb the effect ol etIIggoron
thfs DOlt!OU of the downwesh.
#
..-
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are under consideration. Pressure distribution exper-
iments indicate that this assumption is not a bad one
even in the case of biphmee with a fair amount of taper.
It should introduce cndy minor errors when appIied to
such interference E&@, although it is entirely unsuit-
able for a treatment of the monoplane problem. For
simplicity in the carrying out of theanalysis both wingg
are considered as having rectangular plan forms,
altho~mhthe results are expressed in terms of span and
aspect ratio so that they may be extended to other
cases. The above assumptions imply that, whene~er
mutual interference effects m%considered, the lift and
moment coefficient for all elements of a particular
wing are the same and are equal to the coefficients for
the complete wing. The actual disturbing velocities
strength and extending from wing tip to wing tip
alongthe center of the chord. However, for the tite.
wing the two traihng vortices implied by the assump-
tion of uniformIift distribution must aIsobe considered. ”
They are assumed to extend from the wing tips down-
stream to intlnity and to have their axes parallel h
the velocity U. In order b fix ideas we shall.~onsider
the disturbing velocities caused by the Iowerawing at
the upper w@. Then the lower wing mustAbereplaced
by a horseshoe vortex of breadth b, and~a vortex pair
of the same lengthj as indicated in Figure=6, where b
denot~ span. The velocity induced by~this~system
at a point P of the upper W@ is to be found,jand then
the mean vahe of this velocity over the~upper_wiug.
is b be obtained by integrating over bz.
b,
/z=2- ---- .—
- r“
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at one wkg~due to the other -m.ry along the span.
Hence, in accordance with the abo-re assumptions, they
must be rep~aced by equivalent constant velocities
obtained by. taking mean -ralues across the span.
‘When these-mean values have been deteitined they
are to be substituted into equations (28] in p!ace of
the corresponding velocities which occur there.
The first step in this procedure is to fid th dis-
turbing velocities at one wing caused by the o-her.
In Section IV it was shown that the disturbing vel,mi-
ties due to an intlnitely long wing could be calculated
by replacing the vcing by a -rortex and vortex pair
extending alon.g the center of the wing chord. Hence
a finite wing with constant (?L,CM,and chord is to be
rep~acedby a vortex and vortex pair, each of uniform
If, as in Section IV, we write -q= the velocity
induced at a point P by an infinitely long rectilinear
vortex of strength I’, then .q is the velocity which
would be induced at P by the vortex I’ in a
2dimensionaI flow. If q= the velocity at P due to a
finite length of the vortex I’, then thcrwelI-kno~ law
of BiotA3amwtmay be written so as to give the follow-
ing purely geometrical relation between q and .g:
CM p— Cos, pt
q=cnq 2’
where p and “w’ are the an@s between the vortex
line and tie lines joining the ends of the vortex seg-
ment to P. The angles p and p’ for the bound vortex
of the lower wing are indicated in Figure 6. Choosing
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the coordinate system indicated in the figure with the
origin at the center of the lower wing, x asis paralleI
to U, y axis perpendicular to U, z axis along the span,
and letting T, 6, z be cylindrical coordinates of P, then
q=qo qr=o g,=o
C3q= q mqr= o O@=o
Hence the expression given above determines the
relation between any component of q and the corre-
sponding component of -L s@ce q and -g are parallel.
It might be expected that the same geometrical
relation would also hold between the components of
velocity induced by a fhite, rectdinear, uniform
vortex pair and those induced by the same “tiortex
pair extended to infm.ity in both directions. An
investigation of this point indicates that for a vortex
pair the Biot-SavaFt geometrical relation does hold
between q, and ~~, while the relation between
g~and .g~ is somew~at different, The actual equa-
tion connecting qaa,gd -qt, @.ich is too comp~cated
to be conveniently used here, does not difler greatly
from the Biot-Savart relation for cases of imterestin
the present problem. This is particularly true when
mean values over the spans are taken. Also it must
be remembered that the total effect due to a vortex
pair is fairly smti compmed with that due to the
corresponding vortex in most cases. here considered.
Hence it appeara that for the.purposes of this analysis
it is satisfactory to assume that the Biot4avart
geometrical relation holds between the corresponding
components of g and .q whether the velocities are
induced by a vortex or by a vortex pair.
(a) lMect of the Bound Vortex and Vortex Pair.
In view of the preceding remarks and since we have
assumed both CLand CMconstant across the span, we
can discum together the induced velocity at P caused
by the bound ”vortexand by the ~ortex pair. We have,
therefor, for the induced velocity at F’ arisingfrom both
of these causes
(%)p=.(wlcosncos’”
where
.(%)21 md l%),,
are the appropriate ex-
pressions of (33) as deduc~- for the two-dimensional
biplane (infinite span). We must now find the mean
valuea of these quantities over the upper span and
shaIl use a bar to denote such mean values. Then
(%J,,=iiJ:rw/z)
– l ‘Ut.(%)‘d .(W()MUand sidarly for ~ 21
are both constant with respect to z, whence
mzl-.f$),l”kf:;:cos’-c”’)’) “
m21-.c3)n”ks:“
Deflniig the aerodynamic stagger P and gap H exactly
-..
as in the previous section, we ha-re for tho point
P (z,]; 2)
z+ *’/2
Cos‘=4(2+ %)’+H?+ZJ co’ ?’- 4(z-:/;?P+& ‘“ ‘:’”’
1
A little calculation now gives, since cos ‘P=-+~ --
4
s2+:,(cW@–cos~’)dz= &P [~-- -:
4~+C%%@H ““ -‘-
It is convenient to introduce the following parameters:
I
bl+ ba
.-
11=’~cosft
--------- -—
r“~
(34)
.-
‘-- I
6,– b,
.4
J1’=~cosfJ
.—— —
Tt= 4~s.
in terms of which we have —
b
F
.—
~~ _: (COS gI –COS q’) dz=< . u.,-
P –P
T —-
Henc; .
-.,
~ ~u=m~~)z~~=j’ “ ‘“”” “?
m21=mc:)2;s ‘:”- -
Now “introducing the e~pressions given in (33) for ~
. ,
E(%)21and.(W2; . ‘--
.-
()[
6@ CL, t~ CMI tl 2
Ug= ~Hcos*p+ () 1
~ R Cc#f?sin 2f!? ;+;; -—
Site we are considering rectangular
aspect ratios are defined as follows:
wingsthe two
--r.
—_- .,—
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Then the abwre equations maybe written in the form HenceI
t
I
.-
The other trailing -rortex will give a corresponding
term in which z is replaced by -z. Hence for the
resultant vertical vekity induced at P by the trailing
vortices:
—
.-
—I 1(u+ P’) (r–r’) cos219
These expressions give the mean wIocity at the upper
wing induced by the bound ~ortes and vortex pair
associated with the lower w&.
(b) Effect of the Trailing Vortioes,
In accordance with our simplifying assumption
which consists in replacing a w-@ by a horseshoe
vortex and by a -rorbsc~pair, we have now to consider
the mean wIocities induced at the upper wing by the
two ~ortices trailing dom@nmrn from the lower wing
tips. These vortices afford no contribution to @z,
so that all that must be calculated is their effect on
----
.—
—b before this expression must be integrated over b,
in order to obtain its mean value. The integration
gives dire@Iy .-
~- Let us consider first he effect of the vortex .-
extending from the right wing tip, z= bJ2, to Mnity.
The Biot+avart Law gives for the resultant induced
velocity at P
l+cosq
q=.q ~
where p is the angle between the direction of the z
axis and the line joining the wing tip to P. -g is
given by .
-- _
By introducing the pammetm de~d shove and
performing a little reduction this leads to the simple
expression
. .
---
—-
($a G~ b, “(36) – log ;,:%;21= –ZZZ b,
where I’1 is the Circtdation around the lower wing.
Hence
giving the mean velocity at the upper wing induced
by the trailing vortices of the lower wing.
——
(c) Complete MutuaIIyInduoed Velocities.
Combining (35) and (36) we get for the mean value
f over the upper wing of the total velooity induced byThis -docity is perpendicular to the plane containing
the lower wing:
,.
P and the vortex so that the component
the y axis is
parallel to .-&
.— .-—
61 ~——
El
The rdation between I’1 and the lift coefficient is giwn
by
L1= c% ~~tlbl ‘P (~+ Xz) rlbl
but @= is small compared with U and its inclusion
gives onIy second order terms in the flmd result, so
that we may write vrith sufficient accuracy
~,= ~.~f,u
~
-,”-
In order to obtain the streamline curvature corre-
sponding to these induced velocities we must fid
:m.andsm21
-
.—
.-
.—
--
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where the values of the derhmtives are taken at the
t center of the upper wing chord. From the geometiy .of
Figure 6 it appears that
COS2~ d
$=-n ““’ ““-
Remembering that p, p’, r; # are functions of /3, the
desired integrations can be carried out in a perfectly
straightforward manner. The resulting expressions
are a little lengthy, but the final results can be mate-
rially simplified by the introduction of certain auxiliary
functions which w-N now be defined. Consider the-
-.
=[rsiup-log (T+sinp)]-[?” ship-log (r’,+ sin/9)]
=2e (JL,p)-2e (p’,8) =2E (say) l
Henca this quantity 2E, which is & function of p, p’,
I?, can be expressed as the difference of two functions
of only two variabkw, the form of the two functions
being the same and only the arguments dMering.
Curves giving e in @ma of P (or P’) and B are given
in Figure 12 from which E may readily be calculated.
It is found that the results of. the differentiations can
similarly be expressed in terms of the differences of
pairs of functions, the functions in each pair having
the same form but hatig argumenb p, P and P’, @
respectively. In this form the results may be sum-
marized as follows:
(37)
where
.
‘i?I=e(p,p)-e(p’, /1) —
F=.f (#, /3)–j (u’, /?) J’*=.f*(#,f3)-,f*(A’,B)
G=g(JL, j3)-g(#,19) G*=g*@,fO–g*(/, P)
and
e (P,@ -~ [r sin 6– log (r+ sin 13)]
1
j~, p)=;[;+: sh’p–rcos’p
~38) ‘ ~“(%i) -s+~p; cogz~+r @ Cos’O– 0]{
.
9 k p) =m~p
[
3rco#fl+3 ~ cos2fl
1
+$W9+$:
[9*(% P)=* f’00 ~s4~–27 cosg~+z)
+$ (20 COSi~– 24 COSS/3+5)
.
–$(2 cos4f?-3 cos*/9+1)
\ 1
Graph of e,f, j*, g, g* have been constructed and are
given in Figures 8-12. From them curves E, F, F*,
G, G* can readily be obtained for any particular case. ‘–
(d) ~ects of Idutual Induction.
-.
The results given in (37) can now be introduced into .. . ,=
equations (28) to ~ve the changes in the coefficient of.
one &g caused by the presence of the other. As a
generalization of our former notation we write:
Cti,-““ch, CM,, CM, are the coaficien~ of fic indi-
vidual win~ of the biplane, and
cLI~t‘I!?& C~,O,Cum are the coefhicnti of thb indi-
vidual wings when acting as monoplanes in an undis-
turbed. flow at the same, geometrical angle of attack
as that which they have in the biplane, when the lattar ““ ‘–
is in the particular attitude under investigation.
With this notation (28] becomes
o
--—.. .—
AzC~- 2 ~ ~1C~
M
-—.-, .—
m2~28?
A#4- ~ h @ ~1~e~.
A simplification is achieved by writing
G’KI
cM1’=x b+ u’)
so that the changes in the upper wing coefficients due
to the presence of the lower wing may finally lJc -
written:
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(39)
where L
induction. -
In order to obtain the corresponding changes at
the lower wing the simple procedure mentioned at the
end of Section IV may be followed; i. e., in (39) the
subscripts I and ~ are interchanged, His replaced by
–H, andf? by fi+r. From the detinitlons of (34) it
folIows that
Similarly from (38)
E requires a little more cme for
e (/%P)+ (%–m, e (P’>)3+6 w,–B)
Hence if we debe
E*=8 (/L,-p)-t? (#’,-P)
then
EdE*.
It iscon-renient to detlne
CM,
CL&-&(h)
Making these substitutions the folIowiug expressions
are an immediate consequence of (M): .
I Carlo— AZC%A&= CLIO
(e) Effect of Self-Induction.
To fh ideas consider fit the upper *g. If we
write
C== (7h+-ACL, CX2= Cum+ A~M
thm WO m tryingto M ML md ACM. In wed
C* differs from C.. which implies that the downwash
at the wing caused by its own trailing vortices is differ-
ent in the two cases. This change in dowmvash causes
a “change in effective ang~e of attack which may be
fitten ss tig, and a corr=pon~g ch~ge ~ lift ~d
moment coeficienta:
The subscript, indicates that the changes arise because
of sdf-induction rather than horn any mutual inter-
ference eflect of the two wings. The total change is
the sum of the changes due to mutual and self-induc-
tion, i. e.
ACb = (Ax +A.) Cti$ACUB= (Am + A) C.l
b order to calculate the value of ~% we must introduce
a new assumption as to the distribution of lift along
.
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the span, since the uniform distribution employed in
calculating mutual effects leads in this case to infinite
velocities which are physically inadmissible. Hence,
for the present purpose we shall assume an elliptical
lift distribution giving a constant value of 8a2along the
span. This lack of consistency in the hypotheses
underlying the present f,heory is certainly to be
deplored from the standpoint of elegance, but it is
probably of Iittle importance to the actual results
Assumingj then, an elliptical distribution
so that
or finally
(41) * Am@ A,C.,= ~A,Gk“CQ- 1+aq/Az
and similarly
‘%dA~ &&, A,Q=@LI(41’) Uk, = ~+ 2q/A,
u
—-
Fmmt 7
(f) Change from Aerodynamic to Geometric Stagger
and Gap.
The analysis so far has been entirely in terms of the
aerodynamic stagger o and gap H, which, for a given
celhdef vary with the geometrical angle of attack cc.
We now introduce the “geometrical stagger” c and
the “geometrical gap” G which are delined exactly as
in Technical RepoKNumber 240 of the N. A. C. A.
(Reference 8), except that we take the reference point
of each wing at the center of its chord instaad of at the
leading edge. From Figure 7 it is apparent that
R=&=-ZCosO Cosu
Hence the parametersdefinedin (34)maybe rewritten as
so that it now appears that they are constant for a
given wing celhde and do not vary with the angle of
attack. Hemw aI1 of the quantities in parentheses
in (39)-snd (4o) are geometrical constants whose values
for a given bipkme are independent of the angle O! ._ _...-
attack. If we define a as the geometrical angle of
attack of the chord line of the upper wing (since this
is the reference line in the determination of G and u),
then
gl=a-a
and, all of the parameters invo~ved in our problem,
with the exception of the monoplane airfoil characteris-
tics, are expressed in terms of geometrical constants of
the wing cehde and the angle of attack a.
(g) Final Results and Method of Application.
The foIIowing form has been adopted .ss the most
convenient method of summarizing the results of
thii section:
(42
.
C= = C% + ACZ ACL= AmCL+ A8CL
CM=CMO+ ACM ACM= AmC&A,CX
A.(7L = A=c= -t AJ?L + A@L +&CL
A.o~ = AZCM+ AVCu+AdC~
Note: CMis measured about tha center of the
irfoil chord.
fl=u-a
bl– b,
~’-w ‘Os “ f ‘J1+.~”
*=e(p, -@-e(#, –f?)Z’=~@, B)-e(p’, /3) E
~=y (/+ f?)–j (d, /9) F* =,f*(p, p) –j*(p’, p)
:=g(p, /3)-g (p’, /3), G*=g*(.u,8)-9*(Jj13
Upper wing
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(41
ZOwermung
The method of using these results is ewmtiaIIy one
of successive approximation. The folIowing procedure
has been found by the author to be most satisfactory:
A series of valuw of a are chosen for which the
calculations are to be made. Usually four points
(say a=CIO, 4°, 8°, 12°) will be found sufficient to
enable continuous curves to be drawn giving the
values of the final coefficients over the usual flying
range. The monophme characteristics Cq, C. P.o,
cAfo
G@ ~ ~ of each wing are then tabulated for the
conditions corresponding to these angles of attack
of the celhde. In making this tabulation it is best to
fit p~ot faired curves for the monoplane data and
then pick the va.hes used off of these curves, einc~
experimental deviations from the smooth curve
values me very much exaggerated in the succeeding
calculations. From the monopkme data II may also
be determined or the average value of q= 0.3’75may be
used. The quantities P, p’, r, r?=e now calculated from
the geometry of tie wing cehde and the coefficients
‘*, etc are de-in parentheses (,2 ~~1, ““””””’T A1A2Z “)
termined. The values of Bcorresponding to the assumed
a’s are Iisted and the various trigonometric functions
required are tabulated for the a’s in question. The
magnitudes of the auxiliary functions e, “””” g* corre-
sponding to these vahes of a (i. e. 13)are read from the
charts and II, E*, .””s G* are determined.
VahIee of CG, C@, C~l, CXZare now wumed and
ACLIIAC* Af%l, ACM%are dcdakd. The assumed
@ntities C%, .-. CM%,may tither be the monoplane
valuesj C&, uuuuCum,or they maybe values estimated
& more nearly correct by the calculator on the basis of
his experience. In my case from the ACL1, o”””ACM,
s~determined new values of (7G, o”- l C~2 are obtained
horn the calculation which wilI in general be ditlerent
horn those origindy assumed.
The process ia then repeated, using the vtdues ob-
tained from this fit step. The results of this second
step are then introduced and the process repeated for
the tlird time. Eventuality the assumed and calcu-
lated values of CUI . . . . C~Z will agree and th~ are
then the &al results. Vilth a little practice in as-
suming reasonable values to begin with it is often
possibIe to get the solution in a single step, and two
steps should almost always sties. Even when the
first step does not lead to a solution it is oft-en possible
to estimate the effect of a second step and so write
down the fired result with satisfactory accuracy with-
out actually repeating the cah.dationa for the second
time.
The process is, unfortunately, somewhat lengthy and
tedious but the author has found that, after a little
experience, the characteristics of a biplane at four
angles of attack can be obtained by one man in a
comparatively few hours. A portion of the data and
calculations for a particular biplane are given be~ow as
an example and should indicate fairly clearly the
general method.
.>-
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EQUALWin-G BImAh-E
DatafromN-.L C.A.Twhnkd NoteSnm.berS10.[Mrfaisectim—CInrkYI
=--
P= 5.346 T =5.440 7=0.88 I&’ = .891CXI
~f=o r’=L(100 fl=27°-a 0x2’= .8910aiz
C!onsider a=8° /3= 19°
Monoplane data
&= 1.011 &m=.
cum
199 0. P.m=30.3% —
c~ =.197
~M,o
c~o= 1.043 Cxlo= .199 c. P.10=30.9% ~ =.191
In
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Awxliary fuhctians
E=e (5.35, 190)–e (O,19°) =.02–.03= – .01
E*=e (5.35,–190)–e (0, -19”) =–1.70– .03= –1.73
SimilarIy F= – .63 F*=.95 (2=.26 t7*=.19
&o CO~fl=.946 sin 2D=.616 COS2L?=.788
This data for ce= 8° is repeated for the other angles
of attack to be investigated.
Equations (42) am then rewritten in the form:
I
A=C%=C~l % (.118 COSI$ + 6!M,’ CLM(.118 s~ 29)
(42’)
A@h= Cti (.147E) - CM1’ (.326 GOS2/9) etc.
in which the values of dl the parameters independent
of a are introduced. Next a table of the following type
is prepmed:
a .118 .m .1;7 .147
.“.H jj-
.$1 .B1 .116.I16
cas# SJnti P d% FG
— — — — -
O“........... .......- ------- -------------------------- ------------------
4“. ........- ........ ------- ----------.— ------ ------ .---.. --—.. ....
So._........ .112 .078 -. ml -.* . 2b7 -. qil .124 .034 .fx?a
12”. . . ----- -. . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . .. ---- --. —,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..--. ---. —. —--
in which all of the values are Ned in.
Considering a particular angle of attack, a, values
are now assumed for C4, (?q, CMZ,C~l~ from the
latter of which C’~2, C’~l, are calculated. Equationa
(42’) are solved using these assumed values and the
tabulated quantities. In our example (a= 8°) the fol-
lowing is obtained: @ working this example c-z=12°
was calcuhkl first, so that in making the initial m-
resumptionsfor a= 8° the computer had the benefit of
the previous reeults. For this reason the initial as-
sumptions approximate more nearly to the flmd values
than would be the case in general.)
Assume:
Cti=.724 C~l= .133 (74 = .986 (&= .206
Then
A,Cti=.091 A,Cti= –.031 A@ti= –.065 A@%= –.019
A@~z=.018 AVC~g=–.008 &C~~= ‘.0~2
AmCa= -.024 A,CQ=.005 ACti= – .019
AmCMt= .008 A,I&2= .001 Aouz= ,009 .
Hence C%= .992 ‘ CHZ=.208
Similarly ACti==+.316 AC~l - -.066 from which
CL1= .727 \ C~l= .133
The vaIues of C4, Oh, C~~j C~z”originally assumed
are now replaced by the values just determined and the
COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
process is repeated. In this case the fina~
obtained after this second solution and is:
c~=.992 C%= .725
CU~=.208 cMl=.~33
reswlt is
—
After a little practice the calculator can ofkm avoid
carrying through the calculation a second time, ob-
taining the fial result by inspection of the iimt SOIU- -“.
tion, The present example is an instance of this.
~. RESULTS OF THE BIPLANE THEORY AND COM-
PARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
In order to investigati”the nature of the results of, .
the theory and to determine the agreement lmtween.
theoretical and observed values, the characteristic
of twenty biplanes were investigated for which ex-
perimental data were available. These bipkmes wore. _
all without dihedral or sweepback, In general the
agregment between theoqy and experiment is reason-
ably good, although the very considerable dispersion
in the experimental results often makes comparison
somewhat iiMcult. The sources from which experi-
mental material was taken are given in References
9–17, A discussion of the results for the m~re im- ..+
porttit characteristics investigated follows. “‘“”
The results for the lift coefficient of the biplane
cellule (CL~) are comparatively simple. Tho curves
of CL~when plotted against a are very nearly straight
lines up to about X“C~~, above which the theoretical
curves begin to curve downwards. The agreement
with experiment is in most cases perfect up to about
z CZWU. Abo~e this point the theoretical curves
usually fall off somewhat more rapidly than do the
experimented ones. Biplanes with R. A. F. 15,
Clark Y, U. S. A. 27, and Gtittingen 387 airfoil sections
were investigated. Variations in dCL~/da are vmy
small and are completely explained by the variations
in the experimental values of dC~da for the various
monophmes upon which the calculations were based.
HencZwe may concIude that changes in airfoil camber —
have no appreciable effect on the slope of the biplane
lift coefficient curve. Airfoil camber does, however,
have a small effect on the angle of zero lift of a biphme
celhde (~.). kmning ahvays no dccalage the fol-
lowing conclusions may be drawn: For small camber
-—
(R. A. F. 15) &,=~, where cw is the angle of zero
lift of the airfoil section acting as a monoplane. .,
As the camber increases, however, ~~ tends to be-
come lower than w. For example, the experimental
data used gave for the Clark Y ~= – 5.8°, vihilo for
an orthogonal biplane calculations (and expmimont)
gave approximately ao~- – 6.4°. Similarly for a
Gtittingen 387 orthogonal biplane the results were
~_–6.7°, ~B=– 7.70., Hence it appears that in-
creasing airfoil camber tends make ot the angle of
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zero ~ift.of a biphme lower than that of the component
wings acting as monoplanes.
Staggers from – 15° to +30” were investigated,
experiment and theory abgreeingin general in indi-
cating that stagger has no appr~iable irdluence on
the angle of zero lift. Stagger does, however, have a
small but noticeable effect on d~L~/da. Zero or small
positive staggers give the lowest mhes, which are
de6nite1y below those which occur for staggers of
+ 30°. The folIowing table indicates the nature of
the resuhs for equal wing biplanes with gap-chord
ratio of one and without decalage. The experimental
-dues differ from the theoretical ones by not over
l~c, usually by much less.
I%P
~..,.F.I, I ~~y mu.w
,—. ——
IidcLdde, ula, dC’L~lda s dC&Jti\
— ..~
i~! 3.57 LPIUO r .z~
!W 365 I 27 i=~m 3.4 ‘
Glauert has gi~en a very simple method of finding
dCzE/dce for equal wing biplanes without decaIage
(Reference 18), which is apparently quite accurate
enough for all practicaI purposes, ex-
cept in the case of negative staggem.
In this latter case both Glauert’s and
the present theories give values of
CL. somewhat higher than those deter-
mined experimentally. In the examples
which the author has investigated the
present theory gires somewhat better
agreement than does G1auert’sbut there
stiU remains a small but apparently
consistent discrepancy. Figure 8 gives
cu~= of CL~ ~. ~ for a phc&r
case to indicate the nature of t~ &-
crepancy. Appro.simately t-he same
types of curves are obtained in all
of the cases o f negative stagger
in-instigated.
Decreasing the gap-chord ratio de-
creases dCL~/da as is to be expected.
@antitati~e data on this point have
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For the effect of biplane interference on center of
pressure position the present theory is in qgreement
with experiment in indicating that the effect is very
small An accurate comparison is rendered di.flicuh
by the very large disagreements between different sets
of experiments. In certain cases the agreement is
practically exact, while in others there are consider-
able deviations of the theory from experiment. The
following tentative general conclusions may perhaps
be drawn. For the upper wing the theory seems to
gi-ie quite accurate results. For the lovmr wing there
appears to be” a general tendency for the theoretical
C. P.% to lie somewhat tihead of those observed, in
certain cases as much as 4 or 5 percent. For practical
purposes, however, since the ef7ect of interference is
always smalI, it is probably accurate enough to assume
that the relation betvieen C. P. and individual lift
eaef6cient is the same in the biplane as in the case of
a monophme wing.
The most interesting and important quantity dis-
cussed in this paper is the relative lift distribution
betvieen the two wings. It has seemed of most prac-
tical interest and convenierice to cansider this point as
follows: Curves of the ratio “lift coefficient of the
Lo
ae
0.6
G=
0.4
a2
-02” u“ 2“ 4“ 6° 8“ fo” 12= 14* w f19”
Ci
FIGUEES.-B. A. F.-15 equalwing bfplana
A=&:-. LO,r-–15.6°.
NO decalege. Ex@mentaf data from B. & M. Ms. S57and 816.
n-et been obtained in this ‘paper since the present ,
theory, in view of its apprcmimatenature, is not v-did ~
when the gap is much less than the chord. i
Calculations ha~e been made for one group of equal ,
wing, U. S. A. 27 biplanes at unit gap-chord ratio and ;
zero stagger, but. with varying amounts of decalage !
(cf. Reference 15). Changing the decalage through ~
the range from —2° to + 4° had no perceptible irdlu- ~
ence on dCL=/da, and the change in the angle of zero j
Iift was exactly what would be espected if there were ~
no biplane interference effects. If these results are ~
v-did in general they signify that Glauert’s simple !
theory mentioned above may be applied to equal wing I
biplanes with as vreIlas without decalage. I
41wl~
upper wing to Iift coefllcient of the biplane” have been
plotted as ordinates against biphme lift coefficients as
(
cl%
abscissae —
CLB )
Pa, CLB . Unfortunately the quantity
cL$CL~ is ~emely ae~itive to ~~ errors h CL~
and C* For example, a very small change in effective
decalage will change C!C~. from plus to minus irdin-
ity in the neighborhood of C&= O. Thus very slight
mors in the settings of the wings, slight variations
in profile, and very small amounts of wash-in or wash-
out will cause huge variations in the experimental
curves, particularly in the region of smalI lift coeffi-
cients. Saved of the experiments were conducted by
the pressure plotting method, in which cases it was
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necessa~ to assume the coefficient of normal force ‘ 1I arger lift coeficient than the upper when each was
equal to the lift coefficient, and it was often impos- tested separrttely as a monoplane. Henco for this
sible to apply any legitimate corrections for t~e effect biplane (above @LB% 0.2) CLz/CL~is lws than it
of wind tunnel interference. In addition practically would be if the two wings were actually identical and
all of the experiments weie made at comparatively there were no effective docalage, For negative
/.32
1.24
c>
c%
1.16
~08
Loo
o a4 m L20 0.4 a8 1,2 0 Q4 - a8 1,2 /.6
G=B
FIGURE9,—Effect of airfoil mmber on eqnel wfng bipkmes
A-6,% 1.0,u-+W. No decakge.
staggem experiment and theory
agree in substantiating the gen-
eral conclusion stated abovol ._
for the cases investigata& al-
though the effect is small. For
zero stagger C~OLB differs very
little from unity, and although ‘+
the calculated results scgm to
con&m the aboYe goneral con- ~
elusion, the considerable incon-
sistencies in the e.~erimont.al
data and the deviations of eomo
of the individual results from
those predicted by the theory
render it diflicult to make any
~eneralizatione in this case.
smaI1values of the Reynold’s ~umber, so that devia- Stagger has a very d;finite efTect, increasing stagger
tions from the potential flow assumed by the theory in the positive direction tending to increase c~CLB.
might be expected to be larger than at the high Rey- As an example of this effect, theoretical and experi-
nold’s hTumbemoccurring in actual flight. Further- mental curves are plotted in Figure 10 for an R, A. F.
more, the calculations give -rery erratic results unless 15 equal wing biplane with various staggers. At 30@ *
the monoph.ne experimental data are
~ery carefully faired, since small vari-
ations in C%O and C* are consid-
erably magnified in the computation
of interference effects. For all of the
above reasons a very close agreement
between theory and experiment is
not to be expacted. ln certain cases
considerable discrepancies are found,
but on the whole the agreement is
surprisingly good.
The general conclusions which may
be drawn from the results are as
follows : .
The efTect of airfoil camber on
Cq/C~B is small but its exact nature
has not yet been ve~ satisfactorily
determined. There does, however,
appear to be a tendency for increas-
ing camber to increase the amount
by which C@.~ diflers from unity.
In order to illustrate this effect, as
well as to &licate the nature of the
agreement between theory and exper-
1.20
i.16
f./2
c-
,08
1.04
/.00
0.960 0, 0 *
-0.3 0.4 a5 0.6 “a7 a8 09 10
iment, curves are given in Figure 9 for three equal wing
biplanes which are approximately identicaI except for
the airfoil sections used. It should be remarked in
connection with thew curves that the Clark Y biplane
of the series had a small effective decala@ of such a
nature that above CL~~ 0,2 the lower wing had a
.
I I I II 1111 II I Ij
.zi=
FIWJEE 10,–Efkct of etagger on equal wfng blplsrres
-—-.
R. A. F.-15 bfplwres ~u8,~-LO.
Experiment dats from: N. A, C. A. T. R ?56
U=.+Xl”
u-o”
and R. & M. S57
u- +W
u= —15.6”
stagger the British and herican tasts were in such
good agreement that a single curve could be plotted to
represent both, At zero stagger the British results
lie considerably bdow the &uerican and the theoretical
ones and have not been included in the figure. Figures
9 and 10 illustrate a phenomenon which has boon
—
—.
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observed in practidy all of the pertinent cases It should be mentioned that, foIIowing a oonversa-
inve~tigated. For positi~e staggers the experimental tion with Prof. I.J. PrandtI, the theory wm also devel-
~du~ of o~fo,~ fd off rapi~y for values of CAB, oped upon the assumption that the spacing of the
which are large but still welI below the normal burble trailing vortices is less than the span of the wingl being
point. The theoretical curves do not exhibit such a eqmd to the spacing between the r‘rolIed up” vortices
behavior. The discrepancy may be a real one or it far behind an actual rectangular w-@. (Clf. C?hapter
may be due to the low Reynold’s ~umbers at which ~, Reference 1.) The formuhe sc obtained are not
the tests were conducted. ~much more complicated than those given above, but
The effect of decalage has been investigated with i the application of them to any particular. biphme
reference to the series of biplanes with decalage 1involves considerably more labor than does the use of
mentioned previouaIy. The agreement with experi- the aimpler theory given here. The results appear to
ment, whiIe not exact in e~ery instance, is reasonably be dightly better, but it is felt that the increased
good, and is very much better than is the case for the accuracy is not enough to warrant the increase in
early Betz theory. compkity, so that this extension to the theory is not
Decreasing the gap tends to accentuate whatever given here.
interference effects e-xist, i. e., Cm is reduced and It is perhaps interesting to note the effect of the
~~c.~ becomes more dMerent horn unity. In the relative Iift distribution on the induced drag of a
neighborhood of gap-chord ratio= 1, however, the biplane celhde without decrdage, as calculated from
changes in biplane characteris-
tics for a small change in gap-
chord ratio me comparatively
small. This fact furnishes a
convenient method of deter-
- the range of ~aIidity of
the present theqy. For an
R. A. F. 15 orthogonal biplane
with gap~hord ratio= 0.6 the
theory gi~es values of C~Cfi,
which are much too high, whiIe
for the same biplane with
stagger3 of + 30° the agree-
ment with experiment, while
not good, is quite within reason.
In the former case P–P’ = 10.0,
while in the latter it is 8.7.
It appeara from the Iimited
data now avaiIable that the
theory begins to deviate con-
sistently from experience for
P – P’ greater than 7 or 8, the deviations increasing
rapidly as P —# rises abovg this value. This means
that for normal orthogonal biplanes the theory should
be did for gap-chord ratios above approximately
three-fourths. As the stagger increases either poai-
tively or negatively the permissible gap-chord ratios
may be somewhat reduced. This breakdown of the
theory for smalI gap+hord ratios was to have been
expected in view of the assumptions made in its
derivation.
As a flmd example the characteristics of an R. A. F.
15 unequalming biplane have been calculated. C!~&
and the geomet.ricaI properties-of the ceIIuIe are given
in Figure 11. It wilI be seen that the agreement with
experiment is satisfactory in spite of the smd gap, the
reason being that the overhang causes p-p’ to have the
smaII value of 5.3.
~d.6,A-A-6.O&O.ih
m-+~. No da EsperimentaI data horn R. & 31. h-o. OK.
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Prandtl’s well-known formula. The error introduced
by assuming the lifts of the two wings proportional to —
their areas instead of taking into account the relative
&ciencies was found to be only 3 per cent in the most
e.xfx-eme case investigated. This means that for –—
. .
practical performance calculation it is normalJy
quite permissible to neglect the effect of relative
efficiency as is usualIy done by the engineer.
VIL CONCLUSION
The airfoiI theory presented in this paper has been
applied to the biplane prcblem only. It furnishes,
however, a generaI method of attacking the problem
of the behavior of an airfoil in a disturbed flow, when=
ever the disturbing velocities at the airfoil are known.
For this reason it should have a fairly extended range
of usefulness. The biplane theory itself is somewhat
.-
-
->
.—
. .—
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cumbersome and the application to particular examples
involves rather tedious computations, but it is difficult
to see at present how a much simpler theory could be
developed for so complex a problem without the intro-
duction of unjustitlable assumptions. The agreement
of the present thmry with experiment, as indicated
in the examples which have been, investigated, is in
general satisfactory, although considerable discrepan-
cies have been found in certain cases, For the further
investigation of these discrepancies and in view of the
intireat in the question per se, it is felt that it would be
higkdy desirable to have a systematic series of experi-
ments conducted at considerably larger Reynold’s
Numbers than any which have heretofore been
ernployed in this connection.
The author wishes to take this opportunity of ex-
pressing his sincere appreciation of the assistance
rendered by Mr. W. B. Oswald in checking severaI of
the more lengthy differentiations and all of the numer-
ical calculations involved in plotting the biplane
auxiliary functions.
DAFUEL GUCiGENHEIM GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF AERONAUITCS,
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
PASALJENA, CALIF.,March 15,1930.
NOTATION EMPLOYED IN THE FINAL RESULTS OF
THE BIPLANE THEORY
Subscript ( )2 implies “upper wing,”
Subscript ( )1 implies “lower wing.”
C~l, (?G=lift coefficients of the individual wings in a
biplane
C~l, (?~, =momeut coeflitients of the individual wings
;. in a biplane
measured about the center of the airfoil chord
and defined as positive for stalling moments.
Qtio,----sC~a = characteristics of the individual wings
when tested separately as monoplanes at the
angle of attack corresponding to C~l,. . . . l . .
Cbf,.
AZ, Art etc. = various components of the change in
.” coetlicients in passing from monoplane to bi-
plane conditions.
b=span.
t= chord.
G=geometric gap defined as in Figure 7.
u= gmmet.ric stagger defined as in Figure 7,
A= aspect ratio.
a = angle of attack of the biplane CS1IU1Odefined as in
Figure 7.
e,...;. g*= auxiliary biplane functions given in
Figures 12-16.
~ = efEciency factor; 2mI = slope of the monoplane lift
coefficient curve for infinite aspect ratio. —
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